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Symmetri Funtions

� Newton's Arithmetia Universalis� Monomial Symmetri Funtions� Shur Funtions and Monomials� Power Sum Symmetri Funtions� Shur Funtions, Power Sums and Sn Charaters
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Monomial Symmetri Funtions� A symmetri monomial m�(x) =X� x� (1)involves a sum over all distint permutations � of(�) = (�1; �2; : : : ). e.g. if (x) = (x1; x2; x3) thenm21(x) = x21x2 + x21x3 + x1x22 + x1x23 + x22x3 + x2x23m13(x) = x1x2x3� If � ` n then m�(x) is homogeneous of degree n. Normally weshall assume (x) involves an in�nite number of variables. Themonomials form a basis for the ring of symmetri funtions.� Other bases exist. 3



Shur Funtions and Monomials

� The Shur-funtions (S�funtions) are indexed by orderedpartitions (�) and are ombinatorially de�ned ass�(x) =XT xT (2)where the sum is over all semistandard ��tableaux� In just three variables, (x) = (x1; x2; x3), we have for (�) = (21)s21(x1; x2; x3) = x21x2+x21x3+x1x22+x1x2x3+x1x2x3+x1x23+x22x3+x2x23orresponding to the eight tableaux1 12 1 13 1 22 1 23 1 32 1 33 2 23 2 33
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Shur Funtions and Monomials

� In terms of monomialss21(x1; x2; x3) = m21(x1; x2; x3) + 2m13(x1; x2; x3)In an arbitrary number of variables (x) = (x1; x2; : : : )s21(x) = m21(x) + 2m13(x)� Generally, s�(x) =X�`nK��m� (3)where K�� is the Kostka matrix.
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Shur Funtions and other Symmetri Funtions

� Note that there is a wide hoie of the variables (x). If they arehosen as the eigenvalues of unitary matries of rank N then theS�funtions beome the haraters of the ovariantrepresentations of the unitary group U(N)� There are two speial ases of interest, being losely related toproperties of bosons and fermions respetively:-sN = hN The homogeneous symmetri funtionss1N = eN The elementary symmetri funtions
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Shur Funtions and other Symmetri Funtions

� The power sum symmetri funtions, pr, are simply de�ned aspr =Xxri = mr(x) (4)and to form a omplete basis we need the multipliative powersums p� = p�1p�2 : : : (5)� The haraters ��� of S(N) provide the link between S�funtionsand power sum symmetri funtions.s� =X� z�1� ���p� (6)
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Shur Funtions and other Symmetri Funtions

� For any partition (�) z� =Yi�1 imimi! (7)

where mi = mi(�) is the number of parts of � equal to i.� We have the two speial aseshn = Xj�j=n z�1� p� (8a)

en = Xj�j=n "�z�1� p� (8b)where "� = �1n� = (�1)j�j�`(�) (9)8



The n�Dimensional Harmoni Osillator� The n�dimensional harmoni osillator has the metapletigroup Mp(2n) as its dynamial group and is the double overinggroup of the non-ompat group Sp(2n;<).� Under Mp(2n)! Sp(2n;<)~�! �+ +�� (10)Harmoni series irreps of Sp(2n;<) are labelled h 12k(�)i with(�) = (�1; �2; : : : ) for whih the onjugate partition(~�) = (~�1; ~�2; : : : ) satis�es the onstraints~�1 + ~�2 � k and ~�1 � n (11)� �+ � h 12(0)i and �� � h 12(1)i (12)9



The n-Dimensional Harmoni Osillator

� Under Sp(2n;<)! U(n)�+ ! " 12 (f0g+ f2g+ f4g+ : : : ) (13a)�� ! " 12 (f1g+ f3g+ f5g+ : : : ) (13b)� Thus �+ overs the even parity states and �� the odd paritystates� Suintly, under Mp(2n)! U(n)~�! " 12M with M = 1Xm=0fmg (14)
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The 1-Dimensional Harmoni Osillator

� The degeneray group is U(1), but all its irreps areone-dimensional. For N non-interating partiles in aone-dimensional harmoni osillator we wish to ount the numberof symmetri states for bosons and antisymmetri states forfermions. i.e. M 
 fNg = 1Xk=0 gkNfkg bosons (15a)

M 
 f1Ng = 1X`=N(N�1)2 `Nf`g fermions (15b)
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The 1-Dimensional Harmoni Osillator

� We �nd gkN is the number of partitions of k into at most N partswith repetitions and null parts allowed while `N is the number ofpartitions of ` into N distint parts, inluding the null part.� `N = gkN if ` = k + N(N�1)2 (16)� Can map one of the sets of partitions onto the other by adding,or subtrating �N = (N � 1; : : : ; 2; 1; 0). Adding �N to thepartitions of k into at most N parts onverts them intopartitions, all of whose parts are distint. and hene the aboveequivalene.
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The 1-Dimensional Harmoni Osillator

� Thus there is a one-to-one orrespondene between the ounts ofthe states formed by N non-interating bosons and fermions in aone-dimensional harmoni osillator. Their thermodynamiproperties are equivalent apart from a shift in the ground stateenergy.� Suppose ~�
 fNg = 1Xk=0 skN hN2 (k)i (17a)and ~�
 f1Ng = 1X`=N(N�1)2 a`N hN2 (`)i (17b)
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The 1-Dimensional Harmoni Osillator

� thenskN = gkN �gk�2N and a`N = g`�N(N�1)2N �g`�N(N�1)2 �2N (18)� Thus the Sp(2;<) ontent of the two plethysms di�er simply by`! `� N(N�1)2 i.e. a`N = s`�N(N�1)2N (19)whih again re�ets the boson-fermion symmetry of theone-dimensional harmoni osillator.
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Symmetri Funtions and Partition Funtions

� Consider an ideal gas of N -noninterating partilesDe�ne the anonial partition funtion of statistial physis asZN (�) = T r �e��H� (20)where � = (kBT )�1 and H = NXi=1Hi (21)is the Hamiltonian, the sum of N idential single partileHamiltonians, with a spetrum of energy eigenvalues E1; E2; : : :(with possible degeneraies)
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Symmetri Funtions and Partition Funtions

� For a single partile, boson or fermion,Z1(�) =Xi=1 e(��Ei) (22)

� Introdue a set of variables, (x) = (x1; x2; : : : ) , not neessarily�nite in number, with xi = e(��Ei)� Note that Z1(�) = s1(x) = e1(x) = h1(x) = p1(x) in suhvariables.� For N -noninterating partiles we are interested in symmetrisingN opies of the single partile funtion in the variables (x) whihis an N�fold plethysm of the appropriate symmetri funtions.
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Symmetri Funtions and Partition Funtions

� Reall p1(x)
 pr(x) = pr(x) =Pxr = Z1(r�) (for bosons orfermions)� Furthermore, s1(x)
 f�g = f�g(x) = p1(x)
 f�g� But, s� =X� z�1� ���p� (3)� For N fermions we hoose f�g = f1Ng while for bosonsf�g = fNg and are immediately led toZN (�)� = Xj�j=N "�� z�1� Z1(��) (23)
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Symmetri Funtions and Partition Funtions

� where "+ = 1; "� = (�1)j�j�`(�) and
Z1(��) = `(�)Yi=1 Z1(�i�) (24)Thus the anonial partition funtion for N -noninteratingbosons or fermions is ompletely determined by the singlepartile partition funtion. The oe�ients sum to unity forbosons (+) and to zero for fermions (�). For example:-Z5(�)� = 1120 (24Z1(5�)� 30Z1(4�)Z1(�)� 20Z1(3�)Z1(2�)+20Z1(3�)Z1(�)2 + 15Z1(2�)2Z1(�)� 10Z1(2�)Z1(�)3 + Z1(�)5�
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